Concerted proton-electron transfers. Consistency between electrochemical kinetics and their homogeneous counterparts.
The concerted proton-electron transfer (CPET) oxidation of phenol with water (in water) and hydrogen phosphate as proton acceptors provides a good example for testing the consistency of the electrochemical and homogeneous approaches to a reaction, the comprehension of which raises more mechanistic and kinetic challenges than that of a simple outer-sphere electron transfer. Comparison of the intrinsic kinetic characteristics (obtained at zero driving force of the CPET reaction) shows that consistency is indeed observed after a careful identification and quantitation of side factors (electrical work terms, image force effects). Water (in water) appears as a better intrinsic proton acceptor than hydrogen phosphate in both cases in terms of reorganization energy and pre-exponential factor, corroborating the mechanism by which electron transfer is concerted with Grotthus-type proton translocation in water. Detailed compared analysis of the approaches also revealed that modest but significant electric field effects may be at work in the electrochemical case. Comparison with phenoxide ion oxidation, taken as a reference outer-sphere electron transfer, points to a CPET precursor complex that possesses a precise spatial structure allowing the formation of one or several H-bonds as required by the occurrence of the CPET reaction, thus decreasing considerably the number of efficient collisions compared with those undergone by structureless spherical reactants.